
4 FINANCIAL ASSURANCE OVERVIEW

NRC regulations at 10 CFR 30.35, 40.36, 70.25, and 72.30 specify the requirements for certain
licensees to provide financial assurance for decommissioning. The requirement to provide
financial assurance is based on the authorized possession limits specified in the NRC license. In
general, above a threshold quantity of radioactive material, the licensee must provide increasing;
amounts of financial assurance as its authorized possession limit increases. Financial assurance
may be provided in certain' prescribed amounts where the authorized possession limit falls within
specified bounds.. Th'e threshold quantities and specified bounds are listed in Appendix A.2.
Such licensees must provide the NRC with a certification of financial assurance and the original
financial instruments obtained to guarantee that funds will be available for decommissioning. A
licensee with'authorized possession limits greater than the upper bound of the prescribed
amounts must perform a site-specific cost estimate to determine the amount of financial
assurance required. Such licensees must provide the NRC with a DFP, which includes the '
original financial instruments and a certification of financial assurance. Part 72 licensees must
submit a DFP but are not required to submit the originals of the financial instruments or a
certification of financial assurance. This informantion is typically presented to NRC for review
and approval in the license application or renewal. The information in the DFP is updated
periodically to reflect changes in the cost of decommissioning. Later the information is updated
in the DP.

A certification of financial assurance' is a statement by the licensee that aprescribed amount of
funding has been obtained for decommissioning. The amount is established in NRC regulations
and is summarized in the introduction to Appendix A to this volume.

A DFP outlines the work required to decommission a facility, provides a site-specific cost
estimate for the decommissioning, and states that the funds necessary to complete the
decommissioning have been obtained. In general, the cost estimate should provide for
decommissioning the facility to allow unrestricted release. The estimate should assume the work
will be performed by an independent third-party contractor and not take credit for salvage value
or reduced taxes. However, for certain sites where the licensee provides a viable alternative
approach, or alternative basis for the cost estimate, the DFP may be approved if the approach
provides sufficient assurance of funding for decommissioning.

The objective of NRC's financial assurance requirements is to ensure that a suitable mechanism
for financing the decommissioning of licensed facilities is in place in the event that a licensee is
unable or unwilling to complete decommissioning. Financial assurance is achieved through the
use of financial instruments. Some financial instruments provide a special account into which
the licensee may essentially prepay the applicable costs. Other financial instruments guarantee
funding by a suitably qualified third party, thereby providing "defense in depth" in the event the
licensee is unable or unwilling to pay these costs when they arise. Financial assurance for
decomnmissioning must be obtained prior to the commencement of licensed activities or receipt 'of
licensed material, and it must be maintained until termination of the license. If the license is
being terminated under restricted conditions, then financial assurance for site control and
maintenance must be obtained prior to license termination. The amount of financial assurance
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obtained is often based on a site-specific cost estimate and must be increased if the cost estimate
increases. Under NRC regulations, a number of different types of financial instruments may be
used to demonstrate financial assurance, including trusts, letters of credit, surety bonds, and
guarantees.

This chapter provides guidance to NRC licensees and license applicants on how to demonstrate
financial assurance for decommissioning and, if applicable, for site control and maintenance
following license termination. It also addresses the flinancial'assurance requirements that apply
when the license will be terminated for unrestricted release and when the license will be
terminated under restricted conditions. Appendix A establishes a'standard format for presenting
the information to NRC that will (a) aid the licensee or license applicant in ensuring that the
information is complete, (b) help ensure that applicable requirements in 10 CFR Parts 30,'40, 70,
and 72 have been met, and (c) help achieve the intent of the regulations, which is to ensure that
the decommissioning of all licensed facilities will be accomplished in a safe arid timely manner
and that licensees will provide adequate funds to cover all costs associated with
decommissioning and, if applicable, with site control and maintenance.

Unlike other materials.licensees, Part 72 licensees are not required to submit originals of the
financial instruments used to provide financial assurance. Financial assurance for Part 72
licenses is administered by the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation in conjunction with
financial assurance for the associated reactor. For Part 72 licenses that are not associated with a
reactor, NMSS may perform the financial assurance review in accordance with the guidance of
this volume.

This volume does not address the financial assurance requirements in 10 CFR Part 50.

This applies only to licensees and license applicants covered under the following parts of
10 CFR:

* Part 30-Byproduct Material. Financial assurance requirements can be found in 10 CFR 30.35
and 30.36.

* Part 40-Source Material (except uranium recovery facilities). Financial assurance
requirements can be found in 10 CFR 40.36 and 40.42.

a Part 70-Special Nuclear Material. Financial assurance requirements can be found in
10 CFR 70.25 and 70.38.

• Part 72-Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel. Financial assurance requirements can be
found in 10 CFR 72.30 and 72.54.

* Part 20 (Subpart E)-License Termination. Financial assurance requirements can be found in
10 CFR 20.1403.
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Other'documents also address the decommissioning financial assurance requirements. Guidance
on uranium recovery facilities under Part 40 is provided in "Technical Position on Financial
Assurances for Reclamation, Decommissioning, and Long-Term Surveillance and Control of
Uranium Recovery Facilities" (NRC 1988). Information on low-level waste disposal facilities
under 10 CFR Part 61 is provided in Revision I of NUREG-1 199, "Standard Format and
Content of a License Application for a Low-Level Radiative Waste Disposal Facility"
(NRC 1988), and Revision 3 of NUREG-1 200, "Standard Review Plan for the Review of a
License Application for a Low-Level Radioactive Waste Disposal Facility" (NRC 1994).

The information in this volume is taken directly fromrthe Standard Review Plan (SRP)
(NUREG-1727). The SRP was developed specifically for reviewing DPs written to comply with
the License Termination Rule (LTR). There has been some minor editing to remove redundancy
and use consistent terninology in this document, but the essential information is the same. The
difference in writing styles between the documents is because of different objectives and
different authors for the documents. While there is some difference in writing style, this was the
most efficient means to capture the contents of the SRP, which was recently finalized after
significant public comment.

The financial assurance demonstrations discussed below are independent of the cost-benefit
analysis required as part of the demonstration that residual radioactivity has been reduced to a
level that is as low as reasonably achievable (ALARA). Appendix N of Volume 2 of this
NUREG report includes guidance on preparing and reviewing the cost-benefit calculation for the
ALARA analysis'.

Note that throughout the remainder of this section, the term "licensee" is used generally
to refer to licensees, applicants, and other responsible parties.

FINANCIAL ASSURANCE DEMONSTRATIONS REQUIRED AT LICENSE
APPUCATION OR RENEWAL

At the time of license application or renewal, licensees who are authorized to possess nuclear
materials in excess of certain thresholds specified in 10 CFR Part 30,40, or 70 must submit a
certification offinancial assurance to demonstrate that sufficient funds will be available when
needed for decommissioning the licensed facility (as specified in 10 CFR 30.35(b)(2),30.35(e),
40.36(b)(2), 40.36(d), 70.25(b)(2), 70.25(c)(2), 70.25(c)(3), and 70.25(e)). The amount of
financial assurance certified must be either the prescribed amount specified in NRC regulations,
or the amount of the cost estimate provided in the DFP. (Part 72 licensees'cannot submit a
prescribed amount of financial assurance, they must submit a DFP.)

* A DFP is based on a site-specific cost estimate for decommissioning.

* A certification of financial assurance relies on coverage levels specified in NRC regulations.
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Licensees may choose among a number of different mechanisms to comply with the financial
assurance requirements for decommissioning. The following financial assurance "methods" are
specifically allowed under 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 70, and 72:

* Prepayment. Under this method, the licensee provides advance decommissioning funding in
full using an account segregated from licensee assets and outside the licensee's administrative
control. Acceptable prepayment mechanisms include trust funds, escrow accounts,
government funds, certificates of deposit (CDs), and deposits of government securities.

* Surety, insurance, or guarantee. Under this method, an entity with adequate financial strength
(e.g., bank, insurer, or other financial institution) guarantees that the required amount of funds
will be available whenever needed. Acceptable surety, insurance, or guarantee mechanisms
include surety bonds, letters of credit, lines of credit, insurance policies, parent company
guarantees, and self-guarantees.

* External sinking fund. This method allows a licensee to gradually prepay for
decommissioning by combining the use of a partially funded prepayment instrument
(e.g., a trust or escrow) with a surety bond, a letter of credit, or insurance covering the
unfunded balance.

* Statement of intent. This method is a commitment by a Federal, State, or local government
licensee to request and obtain decommissioning funds from its'funding body, when necessary.
A Statement of Intent needs to state the estimated cost of decommissioning, as required in
NRC regulations, as well as a demonstration that the party signing the statement has the
authority to make such a statement on behalf of the government. The signatory should be the
head of the agency or the designee.

Licensees may also use combinations of the above instruments, except in the case of parent
company guarantees and self-guarantees, which cannot be combined with other mechanisms.

Note that a DFP must contain a certification of financial assurance. The licensee must include a
signed original (or signed duplicate original) of the financial mechanism(s) obtained to satisfy the
requirements for decommissioning, whether using a certification of financial assurance alone or
a DFP.

Note that Part 72 has different requirements. The DFP submitted under Part 72 does not require
a certification of financial assurance. In addition, licensees providing financial assurance under
Part 72 are not required to submit originals of the financial instruments obtained to satisfy
financial assurance requirements.

FINANCIAL ASSURANCE DEMONSTRATIONS REQUIRED AT THE
END OF LICENSED OPERATIONS

At the end of licensed operations, licensees must maintain all financial assurance established
pursuant to 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 70, or 72. In addition, licensees must submit a DP (a) if such a
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plan is required by a license condition, or (b) if the procedures and activities necessary to carry
out decommissioning (and, if applicable, site control and maintenance) have not been approved
by NRC and these procedures could'increase the potential health and safety impacts to workers or
the public.

A DP must include the following:

* an updated, detailed cost estimate for decommissioning,

* a comparison of that estimate with present funds set aside for decommissioning, and

* a plan for assuring the availability of adequate funds for completion of decommissioning.

If the license is being terminated under restricted conditions, the DP also must include estimated
costs for control and maintenance of the site, along with financial assurance coverage for these
costs. In addition to the cost estimate and financial assurance mechanism(s), the financial
assurance demonstration in a DP should contain a description of the means the licensee will
employ for adjusting the cost estimate and associated funding level over' any storage or
surveillance period.

Licensees may choose among the mechanisms listed above to comply with the financial
assurance requirements for decommissioning and, if applicable, for site control and maintenance.
However, external sinking funds may not be used to cover costs for site control and maintenance.
In addition, if the license is being terminated under restricted conditions, 10 CFR 20.1403 allows
financial assurance to be provided through special arrangements with a government entity that
assumes custody and ownership of the site.

NRC staff will evaluate the decommissioning financial assurance demonstrations submitted by
licensees pursuant to the requirements in 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, 70, and 72. NRC staff will
evaluate the licensee's financial assurance demonstration to ensure that sufficient funds will be
available to carry out decommissioning activities and site control and maintenance (if applicable)
in a safe and timely manner. This information must include the following:

for a DFP, (a) a site-specific cost estimate for decommissioning, (b) a description of the means
for adjusting the cost estimate and associated funding level periodically over the life of the
facility, (c) a certification of financial assurance by the licensee that financial assurance has
been provided in the amount of the cost estimate, and (d) one or more financial assurance
mechanisms (including supporting documentation) (note that Part 72 licensees are not
required to submit the certification of financial assurance of the third item (c) or the'
mechanisms of the fourth item (d) with the DFP);

• for a certification of financial assurance, (a) a "certification of financial assurance" (which
certifies that the licensee has provided financial assurance in the appropriate amount specified
in 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, or 70), and (b) one or more financial assurance mechanisms
(including supporting documentation); and
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for a DP, (a) an updated, detailed cost estimate for decommissioning and, if the license is
being terminated under restricted conditions, for control and maintenance of the site following
license termination; (b) one or more financial assurance mechanisms (including supporting
documentation); (c) a comparison of the cost estimate with the present funds set aside for
decommissioning and, if the license is being terminated under restricted conditions, for
control and maintenance of the site following license termination; and (d) a plan for assuring
the availability of adequate funds for completion of decommissioning.

NRC staff will review the financial assurance demonstration submitted by the licensee in
accordance with the procedures outlined in this volume. NRC staff will ensure that, at a
minimum, the financial assurance submission includes the information summarized above in
addition to the following:

* For a licensee submitting a DFP at the time of license application or renewal, NRC staff will
review the following:

- the accuracy and appropriateness of the methods used by the licensee to estimate the costs
of decommissioning;

- the acceptability of the licensee's submitted financial assurance mechanism(s) for
decommissioning; and

- the means identified in the DFP for adjusting the cost estimate and associated funding
level over the life of the facility.

* For a licensee submitting a certification of financial assurance at the time of license
application or renewal, NRC staff will review the following:

- the certification of financial assurance, to ensure that it certifies compliance with the
appropriate requirements and that it specifies the correct amount of financial assurance;
and

the acceptability of the licensee's submitted financial assurance mechanism(s).

* For a licensee submitting a DP at the end of licensed operations, NRC staff will review the
following:

- the accuracy and appropriateness of the methods used by the licensee to estimate the costs
of decommissioning and, if the license is being terminated under restricted conditions, the
costs of site control and maintenance;

- the acceptability of the licensee's submitted financial assurance mechanism(s) for
decommissioning and, if the license is being terminated under restricted conditions, for
site control and maintenance; and

- the means identified in the DP for adjusting the cost estimate and associated funding level
over any storage or surveillance period.
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The material to be reviewed by NRC staff is technical in nature. NRC staff will make a
quantitative evaluation of the licensee's or responsible party's cost estimate or prescribed
amount, and financial assurance mechanism(s).

If the licensee has provided adequate financial assurance for decommissioning, NRC staff will
prepare a letter for signature of the license reviewer, informing the licensee that the financial
assurance for decommissioning is adequate. A sample post-review letter fromNRC to licensees
for cases where no deficiencies are found in the submittal is provided at the end of this section.;
If NRC staff determines that the licensee has not complied with NRC's requirements for
financial assurance for decommissioning, the staff will prepare a deficiency letter for signature at
the Branch Chief level or higher outlining these deficiencies and requiring the licensee to respond
within a brief period (e.g., 30 to 60 days) to provide financial assurance. No existing financial
assurance will be canceled and returned tothe licensee until adequate assurance has been;
received by NRC. It is important to maintain control and security of the financial instruments
once received by NRC.

The staff will follow NRC Management Directive 8.12, "Decommissioning Financial Assurance
Instrument Security Program," to ensure security and control of the instrument. In the event a
licensee defaults before completing the decommissioning,'the management directive specifies
procedures for, acting on the instrument. Additional guidance is found'in Chapters 5 and 6 of this
volume.

HOW TO USE CHAPTER 4

This Chapter 4 is organized around the various components of a financial assurance
demonstration (e.g., the cost estimate, the financial instrument). Each component of a financial
assurance demonstration is addressed briefly in this introduction and then is addressed again in
greater detail in its own section. Each subsequent section provides narrative guidance on a
particular component and contains one or more checklists to help guide the reader. By
completing the tasks on the checklists, a licensee can be sure that its financial assurance
demonstration is complete and likely to be acceptable to NRC.

Licensees should read this chapter in its entirety. This chapter directs licensees to Checklist I in
Section A.1, a checklist that directs the reader to other relevant sections and checklists in
Appendix A of this volume. To prepare a financial assurance demonstration that is likely to be
acceptable to NRC, a licensee should simply complete the following steps:

1. Complete Checklist I in Appendix A.

2. Complete applicable checklists called for by Checklist I in Appendix A.

3. Prepare any documentation called for in the completed checklists.

4. Submit the completed checklists and accompanying documentation to NRC for review and
approval.
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SAMPLE POST-REVIEW LETTER FROM NRC TO LICENSEES

(No Deficiencies in Submittal)

(NOTE: Letters will be printed on NRC letterheadpaper.)

[Date]
[Names of licensee representative]
[Title]
[Names of a licensee]
[Address]

SUBJECT: DECOMMISSIONING FINANCIAL ASSURANCE

Dear [insert "Dr., " "Mr., " or "Ms. "] [insert last name of licensee representative]:

We have reviewed your [insert description of information submitted by the licensee
(e.g., decommissioningffunding plan, certification offinancial assurance, cost estimate, financial
assurance mechanism)] dated [insert date]. Based on our review, we have no further comments
at this time.

If you have any questions, you may contact us at [insert telephone number].

Sincerely,

[Name ofNRC representative]
[Branch]

License No. [insert all applicable NRC license numbers]
Docket No. [insert all applicable NRC docket numbers]
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4.1 COST ESTIMATE (AS CONTAINED IN A DECOMMISSIONING
FUNDING PLANIOR DECOMMISSIONING PLAN).

The purpose of the review of the cost estimate is to ensure that the licensee or responsible party
has developed a cost estimate for decommissioning the facility based on documented and.
reasonable assumptions and that the estimated cost is sufficient to allow an independent third
-party to assume responsibility for decommissioning the facility if the liceisee or responsible
partyis unable to complete the decommissioning. In addition, if the licensee or responsible party'
intends to request license termination under restricted conditions, the cost estimate should be:'
sufficient to allow an independent third party to assume responsibility for all necessary control
and maintenance activities at the site.

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITTED

The information supplied by the licensee or responsible party should be sufficient to allowNRC
staff to determine if the cost estim'ates for decommissioning and site control and maintenance (if
applicable) are reasonable, and were developed in accordance with NRC regulations and
guidance. NRC staffs review should verify that ihe cost estimates fordecommissioning and site
"control and maintenance incorporate all of the information summarized under "Evaluation

* Criteria," below.

Section A.3 of Appendix A to this'volume contains guidance-including cost estimating
tables-to assist licensees in preparing cost estimates that will be acceptable to NRC. NRC staff
should use this guidance to the extent necessary in reviewing costs estimates submitted by.
licensees.

EVALUATION CRITERIA -

The information supplied by the licensee or responsible party should be sufficient to allow NRC.
* staff to determine if the licensee's cost estimate(s) is adequate by comparing the information
presented in the decommissioning financial plan or decommissioning plan with applicable NRC;
regulations and guidance. A cost estimate for decommissioning and site control and maintenance
(if applicable) is acceptable if it meets all of the conditions in this section.

Evaluation Criteria Applicable to All Cost Estimates for Unrestricted or Restricted
Release

*At minimum, all cost estimates for unrestricted or restricted release must meet all nine ofthe
following conditions:
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1. The cost estimate meets the applicable regulatory requirements in 10 CFR20.1403(c),
20.1403(e)(2Xiii), 30.35(e), 30.36(e), 30.36(gX4)(v), 40.36(d), 40.42(e), 40.42(g)(4)(v),
70.25(e), 70.38(e), 70.38(g)(4)(v), 72.30(b), and 72.54(g)(5).

2. The cost estimate is based on documented and reasonable assumptions.

3. The unit cost factors used in the cost estimate are reasonable and consistent with NRC cost
estimation reference documents.

4. The cost estimate includes costs for labor, equipment and supplies, overhead and contractor
profit, sampling and laboratory analysis, and miscellaneous expenses (e.g., license fees,
insurance, and taxes).

5. The cost estimate applies a contingency factor of at least 25 percent to the sum of all estimated
-costs.

6. The cost estimate does not take credit for (a) any salvage value that might be realized from the'
sale of potential assets during or after decommissioning or (b) reduced taxes that might result
from payrment'of decommissioning costs or site control and maintenance costs.

1. The means identified in the DFP or DP for adjusting the cost estiinate and associated funding
level over the life of the'facility and any storage or surveillance period is adequate.'

8. The cost estimate reflects decommissioning under appropriate facility conditions (for a DFP,
routine facility conditions should be assumed; for a DP, facility conditions at the end of
licensed operations should be assumed).

9. The cost estimate includes costs for all major decommissioningand site control and
maintenance activities specified in Section A.3of this volume, including (a) planning and
preparation; (b) decontamination and/or dismantling of facility components, (c) packaging,

- : shipment, and disposal of radioactive wastes, (d) a final radiation survey, (e) restoration of
contaminated areas on facility grounds (if necessary), and (f) site stabilization and long-termn
surveillance (if necessary).

Additional Evaluation Criteria. Applicable to Cost Estimates for Restricted Release

In addition, cost estimates for restricted release must meet all six of the following conditions:

1. The cost estimate for site control and maintenance is consistent with the amount of
radioactivity remaining at the site, the radionuclides involved, the characteristics of the
residual radioactivity at the site, and site-specific exposure scenarios, pathways, and
parameters.

2. The cost estimate for site control and maintenance includes all costs for enforcement of
institutional controls, if needed, including activities related to physical barriers at the site
(e.g., periodic inspectioni, surveys, control, maintenance) and maintenancelmonitoring of deed
restrictions or other institutional controls.
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3. The cost estimate for site control and maintenance accounts for the costs of establishing and
implementing institutional controls, recordkeeping'related to the controls, and corrective
actions.

4. The cost estimate for site maintenance includes adequate periods of site control and accounts
for all associated costs during this period.

5. The cost estimate for site control and maintenance assumes that all activities will be carried
out to a level sufficient to prevent the annual dose to the average member of the critical group
from exceeding 0.25 millisievert (mSv) (25 millirem (mrem)).

6. The cost estimate required under 10 CFR 20.1403(e)(2) (if applicable) for site control and
maintenance accounts for periodic checks and inspections of the site no less frequently than
*every 5 years by the party responsible for site control and maintenance.

SPECIFIC REVIEW PROCESS GUIDEUNES

Before the site-specific cost estimate can be reviewed, the reviewer will review the cost estimate
to verify that the contamination sources assumed in the cost estimate are reasonable, based on the
license reviewer's or licensing project manager's knowledge of the site and site operations:

* If the conianination sources are reasonable, the license reviewer or licensing project manager
may either conduct a technical review of the cost estimate or prepare a Technical Assistance
Request (TAR) to the Branch Chief of the Decommissioning Branch (DCB), for the review of
the site-specific cost estimate by DCB staff.

* If there are deficiencies in the assumed contamination sources, the license reviewer orI
licensing project manager will make a decision on whether there is sufficient inforrnation in
the submittal to warrant a review of the cost estimate. For DCB TARs, if there is sufficient
information, the license reviewer or licensing project manager will prepare a note describing
the source deficiencies so that DCB staff comments appropriately consider this information.

*The reviewer will provide a memorandum documenting the review of the cost estimate. If there
are any deficiencies, the reviewer will provide specific comments for inclusion into a deficiency
letter, which will be prepared by the reviewer.'

SAMPLE EVALUATION FINDINGS

Documentation of the evaluation findings by NRC staff should include the following:

`NRC staff has reviewed the cost estimate[s] for the [insert name and license number of
facility] located at [insert location offaciliy] according to NUREG-1757, Volume 3,
"Financial Assurance, Recordkeeping, and Timeliness." Based on this review, NRC staff has
deternined that the cost estimate[s] submitted by the licensee [adequatelyfR does not
adequately] reflect[s] the costs to can)' out all required decommissioning activities prior to
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license termination [and, if the license is being terminated under restricted'conditions, to'
enable an independent third party to assume and carry out responsibilities for any necessary.
control and maintenance of the site]."

4.2 PRESCRIBED AMOUNT

-This section applies only to reviews of submissions that demonstrate financial assurance using
one or more of the three'prescribed amounts established in 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70.

When a licensee proposes to use a prescribed amount of financial assurance, the purpose of the
review of the certification of financial assurance is to ensure that, based on the licensed
possession limits and the applicable quantities specified in 10 CFR 30.35(d), 40.36(b), or
70.25(d), the licensee is eligible to use a prescribed amount and, if eligible, that the prescribed
amount is appropriate.

INFORMATION TO BE SUBMITrED

The information supplied by the licensee or responsible party should be sufficient to allow NRC
staff to determine if the certification of financial assurance was developed in accordance with
NRC regulations and guidance. NRC staff's review should verify that the certification of
financial assurance satisfies all of the information'summarized under 'Evaluation Criteria,"
below.

In determining whether use of a prescribed amount is allowable and whether the prescribed
amount is appropriate, NRC staff will use the method outlined in 10 CFR 3035,40.36, and
70.25. Additional guidance on this method is contained in Appendix A to this volume.
Appendix A also'contains a table showing (for each isotope with a half-life greater than
120 days) the activity levels for which prescribed amounts of financial assurance are allowed
under NRC regulations. The table also shows the prescribed amounts that are applicable to
specific activity levels for each isotope.

Note that the prescribed amounts of financial assurance listed are current at the time of
publication. Check the applicable parts of 10 CFR Parts 30, 40, and 70 for the
appropriate prescribed amounts.

The worksheet below can be used to help determine the total prescribed amount required for one
or more licenses. In completing the worksheet, the required prescribed amounts under all
applicable parts of 10 CFR (i.e., Paits 30, 40, and 70) should be entered on the appropriate lines
and'added'to yield the total required prescribed amount.'

Appendix A to this volume contains guidance-including recommended wording and
checklists-to assist licensees in preparing certifications of financial assurance that will be
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SPECIFIC REVIEW PROCESS GUIDELINES

The license reviewer or licensing project managerwill compare the wording of the certification
of financial assurance to the recommended wording contained in Section A.2.4 of Appendix A.
If the wording is identical, the certification of financial assurance is acceptable. If the wording is
not identical, the license reviewer or licensing project manager will verify thatfthe certification of
financial assurance includes all necessary information, including the name of the licensee, the
locations of the facilities for which financial assurance is provided, the amount and types of

,materials authorized for possession under the license, and the prescribed amount(s).

The reviewer will provide a memorandum documenting the review of thecertification of:
financial assurance. If there are any deficiencies, the reviewer will provide specific comments
for inclusion into a deficiency letter.

SAMPLE EVALUATION FINDINGS

Documentation of the evaluation findings'by NRC staff should include the following:

'"NRC staff has reviewed .the certification of financial assurance for the [insert name and.
license nwnber offacility] located at [insert location offacility] according to NUREG-1 757,
Volume 3, "Financial Assurance, Recordke'eping, and Timeliness." Based on this review,
NRC staff has determined that the certification'of financial assurance submitted by the
licensee [specifies or does not specify] the appropriate information and level of financial
assurance coverage' '

Note that the introduction to Chapter 4 of this volume contains a sample post-review letter from
NRC to licensees for cases where no deficiencies are found in the submittal.

4.3 FINANCIAL ASSURANCE iECHANISMS

The purpose of the review of the licensee's financial assurance mechanism is to ensure that
sufficient funds will be available to carry out all required decommissioning activities prior to
license termination and, if the license is being terminated under restricted conditions, to enable
an independent third party to assume and carry out responsibilities for any necessary control and
maintenance of the site.

INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS

The financial assurance mechanism supplied by the licensee or responsible party shall consist of
one or more of the following instruments:'

* trust fund,

* escrow account,
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* government fund,

* certificate of deposit (CD),

* deposit of government securities,

* surety bond,

l letter of credit,

* line of credit,

* insurance policy,

* parent company guarantee,

* self-guarantee, _ .

* external sinking fund,

* statement of intent, or

* special arrangements with a government entity that assumes custody and ownership of the site.

Note that for DPs, external sinking funds may not be used to cover costs for site control
and maintenance. Special arrangements with a government entity that assumes custody
and ownership of the site may be used on only if the license is being terminated undera
restrictedd conditions.

NRC staff will verify that the financial assurance mechanism for decommissioning and site
maintenance and control meets the criteria summarized under "Evaluation Criteria," below.

Appendix A of this volume contains guidance-including recommended wording and
checklists-to assist licensees in preparing financial mechanisms that will be acceptable to NRC.
NRC staff should use this guidance to the extent necessary in reviewing financial mechanisms
submitted by licensees.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

NRC staff will verily that the financial assurance mechanism supplied by the licensee or
responsible party meets the general requirements for all financial assurance mechanisms listed
below and the applicable specific requirements listed in the following sections.
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